Disposal solution for
the mail-order business
Channelled flow of cardboard
Carpenters, forestry workers or road construction workers looking for hard-wearing
but modern work clothes come to the right address at engelbert strauss. This familyowned business in Biebergemünd now belongs to Europe’s leading mail-order companies for work clothes. They deal with countless customer orders and deliveries, as
well as a flow of cardboard into the company. To manage this, the mail-order company is using two fully automatic HSM channel baling presses with great success.

Customer quote:
“Without the two HSM channel baling
presses we wouldn’t be able to dispose
of the growing volume of boxes at economically acceptable prices”
Steffen Strauß, Managing Director of
engelbert strauss in Biebergemünd
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The Facts
Company

articles. Staff: approx. 600
Task
At engelbert strauss, between 2,000
and 4,000 standard 400 x 600 x 300
mm boxes full of work trousers and
jackets, shirts, gloves and safety shoes
are stored every day. A maximum of 800
boxes need to be disposed of every
hour.
Solution
To compress and dispose of this amount
of cardboard every day, engelbert
strauss uses two fully automatic VK4012
channel baling presses from HSM.
Depending on the size, the presses
convert between 100 and 150 boxes into
around 300 kilogram bales. Up to 100
bales accumulate every week which are
then collected by an articulated lorry on
a weekly basis. The total annual amount
of cardboard: approx. 1,200 tonnes.

Desirable raw material
An added benefit: the channel baling press is
fed automatically with cardboard. Staff in the
commissioning warehouse just throw the
empty boxes onto a conveyor belt which
continuously transports the used cardboard
over their heads to the baling press. Here
they fall into the press’s filling area (hopper)
where the loose boxes are initially compressed. A sensor indicates that the hopper
is filled properly. Then the actual pressing
process can begin. Once the press has
strapped three bales and pushed them onto
the special three-metre bale slide, the forklift
moves forward and stacks the bales in the
disposal store. An articulated lorry comes to
engelbert strauss once a week to load up 72
bales for transporting to paper factories. The
corrugated cardboard bales are a very
desirable raw material. The mail-order
company currently receives 80 euros per
tonne. Steffen Strauß therefore estimates
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In the meantime, the mail-order company

•	The increasing flow of boxes can no
longer be dealt with if HSM channel
baling presses are not used.
•	Reliability: in future, the presses will
be used in two shifts or 16 hours

has installed a second channel baling press
from HSM. The reason: engelbert strauss is
on track for further growth. The family-owned
business will change over to a two-shift
operation in autumn 2011 which will also

instead of the previous eight hours.
•	Cost savings by reducing process
steps: the boxes are compressed into
bales on site, then can be directly
delivered to paper factories.
•	Less loading: instead of transporting
every day as was the case with the
press containers, an articulated lorry
collects and loads 72 bales or about
21 tonnes of cardboard every week.
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